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Vietnam, Laos & Cambodia Map for Businessmen & Tourists Hent PDF Forlaget skriver: Vietnam, Laos and
Cambodia at 1:1.400.000 with bold altitude colouring providing a vivid picture of the region's topography,
highlighting for places of interest including diving sites, an index of localities, etc.The map shows the road
network, including selected local roads and dirt tracks, and gives driving distances on major roads. Railway
lines are included and local airports are marked. In each country the map shows names and boundaries of
administrative provinces. Vivid presentation of the topography through bold altitude colouring includes

plenty of names of mountain ranges, peaks, etc. National parks are highlighted. Various places of interest are
marked, including the route of the Ho Chi Minh Trail, diving sites, etc. All place names are in the Latin

alphabet. Latitude and longitude lines are drawn at 1° intervals. The index, separate for each country covered
by the map, is on the reverse. Map legend includes English.
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